used, Durgaprasad gives variant readings in the footnotes. These are certainly of value and T.M. Tripathi has taken them into consideration in his edition.
Bombay edition (Bo)
The Bombay edition was published by Tanasukharam Manasukharam Tripathi in the city of the same name in 1924. 8 Tripathi prepared this excellent edition basing himself on a modern Devanagari manuscript (Go), a transcript of manuscripts N and N 1 , 9 one manuscript from Patan (Pa), 10 and from verses 739 to verse 1045 on the manuscript from Cambay (Stam) and the KM. His attempts to obtain information about manuscripts in Kashmir failed. He was able to utilize the brief commentary (ṭippaṇa) written by Ratnagopāla Bhaṭṭa from Benares, which was placed at his disposal by Babu Govindadas, Benares, together with Go.
11 This is a critical edition of its own kind: Tripathi gives the variant readings of the manuscripts in an apparatus criticus in footnotes. He also wrote a new commentary called Rasadīpikā, which he put in square brackets and inserted into Ratnagopāla Bhaṭṭa's commentary. The edition contains 1059 verses: Tripathi rightly considers verse 78 to be authentic because the old and valuable manuscript N 2 attests its genuineness. Moreover, the readings offered by this edition very often agree with those of N 2 . The Rasadīpikā is an elaborate and lucid commentary and a very useful tool in the interpretation of rare words and termini technici in which the text abounds. Ratnagopāla's interpretations are mostly genuine and display his wide knowledge of Sanskrit sources. The number of problems that remain unsolved is limited; one such problem is the theory of drama presented in stanzas 940-947, a curiosity of the Kuṭṭanīmata. Appendices make this edition even more valuable; one of them presents a list of Kuṭṭanīmata verses quoted in other Sanskrit works (p. 472-473) and another gives the most important words in alphabetical order with reference to the verse(s) in which they occur (p. 493-536).
Calcutta edition (Ca)
The Calcutta edition was published by Pandit Madhusudan Kaul in Calcutta in 1944. 12 Kaul prepared the press copy on the basis of two excellent manuscripts from Nepal (N and N 1 ), but he actually established the text on the basis of N, referring to N 1 and the variant readings of KM in the footnotes. More exactly, Kaul prepared the edition as far as p. 112 together with a portion of the notes, while Chintaharan Chakrabarti completed the editorial work. The editors of the Bibliotheca Indica series intended to bring out a critical edition, but alas, their repeated efforts to do so failed. Although some scholars have called Ca a critical edition, 13 it does not meet the requirements for such a designation: Kaul did not use all the manuscripts known at his time;
14 there is no real apparatus criticus and the references to variant readings run only up to verse 949; the critical notes planned for the second fascicule never came out. The edition contains 1058 verses because Kaul regarded verse 78 as an addition, a view for which he does not give any explanation. His regarding it as such is curious because he mentions that he saw the verse in two manuscripts. 15 In comparison with KM, however, "nearly a fourth of Madhusudan's work is absolutely new." 16 To sum up, Ca remained an unfinished edition and is clearly inferior to Bo.
Benares edition (Be)
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The Benares edition is in fact an inadequate re-edition of the text as established in Bo, accompanied by a free Hindi translation by Atridev Vidyalankar. The translator himself confesses that being a specialist of Āyurveda he was not really competent to carry out this task.
18 Accordingly, his translation is philologically unreliable and at places even haphazard. The preface to the volume written by the late Professor Suryakanta of B.H.U. is a useful research guide meant for Hindi-speaking scholars. 29 Both are luxuriously designed editions for bibliophiles but worthless for any philological research.
The second English translation, made by B.P.L. Bedi, who makes sure to refer to himself as a Humboldt scholarship-holder, is a loose rendering of the text and obviously meant for light reading. It can make no claim to philological accuracy and cannot even be seen as a popularization of the work at a high level. The title of the translation, "The Art of the Temptress", is sensational; the text itself is at places haphazard and even absurd. The translator does not bother to mention the edition upon which his translation is based, remarking in an apologetic manner that in the translation "certain liberties have been taken so as to make it understandable to the modern mind. 42 leaves with 7 lines to a page. The right margin is damaged in places and the last 5 leaves are broken, resulting in a loss of text. As a peculiarity verses 208 and 209 are interchanged. Leaf 45v's text is faint and thus verses 742-750 are practically illegible. The manuscript contains 1055 verses and has a colophon. It also contains the dubious verse 78. As a first survey shows, about forty percent of the verses are identical with those of the Calcutta edition while the proportion of correspondences with the Bombay edition is higher. N 2 presents a considerable number of variant readings, a circumstance that makes it valuable for the preparation of a new critical edition of the text.
Pa
This is a palm-leaf manuscript kept in the Saṅghavinā Pādāno Bhandar at Patan, Gujarat. According to Tripathi, it is "a nearly complete manuscript from which only the last four verses and the colophon are missing. It has in many places supplied very good and probably the correct readings, though different from Go manuscript. In the latter part of the original manuscript many letters have become faint and some five leaves at the end have become broken giving rise to lacunae." 43 According to the catalogue, the manuscript No. 154 contains 183+2+15 leaves, its size is 15 x 2 inches, the number of verses 1039. The last 3 leaves are fragmentary and leaves 2-12 are decayed. The number of lines on a page is not given.
44 From a fragment of the last leaf we know that the granthāgra of the work is 1290. At many places the manuscript gives better readings than KM.
45
41 My thanks are due to Prof. Albrecht Wezler (Hamburg) and Prof. Harry Falk (Berlin) for procuring a microfilm copy. 42 In the short title provided on the microfilm by the Nepal-German Manuscript Preservation Project the number of leaves is given as 58, but after having examined the microfim copy I found 64 leaves. 43 Tripathi 1924: 29-30. 44 (Palm-leaf and paper) . Tirupati 1956, p. 278. older manuscript, perhaps from Kashmir(?), that seems to be lost forever. The popularity of the work sufficiently explains the wide spread of manuscripts. As to provenance, the important old manuscripts fall into two distinct groups: the Nepalese group and the Gujarati group. Since the Gujarati manuscripts neither contain the last four verses nor are older than manuscript N, they can be regarded as early copies of a north Indian manuscript. As Tripathi has pointed out, 51 Pa and Stam have many common readings and yet at the same time in many places differ from those of N, so that the latter cannot be their exemplar. The determination of the relation of N to Pa or Stam still requires a proper collation of the manuscripts concerned.
TESTIMONIA
The external evidence for the text of the Kuṭṭanīmata consists mainly in the quotations of its verses in Sanskrit anthologies and in Alaṁkāra works, and to a much lesser extent in other works. The following verses have been quoted in other texts: 1, 41, 64, 98, 103, 312, 393, 399, 441, 442, 695, 698, 765, 767, 769, 776, 780, 786, 820, 822, 934, and 
